
79 The Mountain Road, Bungendore

Exceptional Country Home & Complete Privacy
79 The Mountain Rd is beautiful. Sitting privately in an elevated bush setting, the
residence features stunning natural stone walls and is surrounded by lovely gardens.
An entertainers delight inside and out, this property is enchanting and magically
nestled in the forest..... it will be the forever home.

Come home to comfort and style. A pebbled driveway through the trees and exotic
garden colours the storybook-like residence. Standing amongst gardens, the home is
comfortable and functional. Although a large home, it is not overpowering, maybe it's
the bush setting and large trees that humble the house.

Residence:
There is immense value in having a space in the home that's dedicated to calmer
pursuits. With natural and bush views throughout all living areas, it will be easy to find
your special spot. The entrance vestibule is enhanced by high ceilings and leads to
formal or informal living areas. The family room has wonderful cathedral windows
and French doors that open to the outside. The kitchen is the hub of the home and
here you can see or access all rooms with ease. Hardwood bench tops provide plenty
of space and an open wall combines the family room and kitchen.

Hardwood floors feature through the lounge and dining rooms. Also with lovely
windows, French doors and fireplaces, both rooms are perfect all year round. A sun
room joins the 2nd, 3rd and 4th bedrooms and family bathroom. The owners
mention how their children played in this room and would come and go to the
gardens. Upstairs the master bedroom retreat has stylish ensuite, bay window sitting
room and a private landing to curl up on your favourite chair.

This property is designed to entertain. Living areas flow outside to a stone courtyard
and pergola covered by a beautiful wisteria and is central to the home. A double

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that information is
accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any responsibility to any person for its
accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely upon their own inquiries in order to
determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
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Price SOLD
Property Type Residential
Property ID 274
Land Area 8.54 ha

Agent Details

Ben Stevenson - 0467 046 637

Office Details

Queanbeyan
1 142 Monaro Street Queanbeyan NSW
2620 Australia 
(02) 6297 3555
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